
USE LIMITATIONS

1. Werner WalkThru is not intended for use against a wall to extend the 
climbable length of the ladder.

2. Both sides of the Werner WalkThru must be used.  Do not use the 
Werner WalkThru on only one rail of a ladder.

3. The Werner WalkThru must not be installed after the ladder is set-up 
in the climbing position. Never attempt to install or adjust WalkThru 
while on ladder.

4. Werner WalkThru must not be used without the top and bottom of the 
ladder secured against movement.

5. Remove the Werner WalkThru from ladder before transport. Werner 
WalkThru must not be attached to a ladder during transport. 

6. Never pull the WalkThru to re-adjust ladder.  Only adjust ladder from 
the ground.

7. The WalkThru is not rated for use as a fall protection anchor point. Tie 
off to upper landing surface once installed.

8. Do not rest WalkThru on a surface that fails to allow ladder locks to 
remain properly engaged. Always inspect ladder prior to climbing to 
be sure it is locked and secure.

INSPECTION

Carefully inspect Werner WalkThru daily before use for physical damage. 
Check for the following:

• Excessive signs of corrosion
• All fasteners are tight and secure 
• Dents, cracks or metal deformation 
• Labels are intact and legible 

      WARNING: If Werner WalkThru has been subjected to shock 

or impact forces, immediately remove from service.

INSTALLATION

1. Slide left and right rail extension over the top of each of ladder rail. 
Surface edge is to make contact on the extension rail upright. Fig. 1

2. Top ladder rung must completely clear latch. See Fig.2 for correct 
position.

3. Hand tighten each clamp by turning knob clockwise to lock rail 
extensions onto ladder rails. Do not over tighten. Fig. 3 

4. Both clamps must capture ladder rail equally.  Fig. 4

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

Werner WalkThru may be cleaned with a mild soap solution and dried 
completely. No additional maintenance or servicing is required. 
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IMPORTANT

Read and understand all labels on both the ladder and the Werner 
WalkThru before each use. Keep these User Instructions for reference.

PURPOSE

This device is designed to attach to the top end of rails of an extension 
ladder to extend ladder side rails above an elevated surface.  The Werner 
WalkThru provides a handhold and walk through to assist the user 
mounting and dismounting the ladder.  

COMPATIBILITY 
The Werner WalkThru has been tested with the following Werner extension 
ladders.

The Werner WalkThru is not compatible with Werner Model 560-3n Type III 
or  Multi-Purpose ladders.

USE INSTRUCTIONS

1. When installed on an extension ladder the Werner WalkThru serves 
as a 3 foot extension above the top support for access to an elevated 
surface.

2. Ladders with the Werner WalkThru installed must be set-up with the 
top rung at or below the upper support point and the top and bottom 
of the ladder secured against movement. This set-up permits the 
user to climb above the ladder’s designated highest standing level to 
access an elevated surface. 

3. Werner WalkThru provides a handhold and a means to step through 
the rail extensions for access to or egress from an elevated surface.

4. The Werner WalkThru must be used while facing the ladder during 
ascent, descent and transition to and from the upper support surface.

Model No. Material Length Width Weight Compliance Standards

X300000 Aluminum Alloy 48 ¾   in 
(1,238 mm)

6 ½   in
(165 mm)

11 lb
(4.9 kg) OSHA 1910 & 1926

Ladder Duty Rating

Type IAA Special Duty 375 lbs

Type IA Extra Heavy Duty 300 lbs

Type I Heavy Duty 250 lbs

Type II Medium Duty 225 lbs
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      WARNING: Read and follow all ladder instructions for 

installation and use.

WORK SAFE! WORK SMART! 

IMPORTANT

Before use, the user must read and understand these User Instructions. 
Keep these User Instructions for reference.

PURPOSE

This device is designed to attach to the Werner X300000 WalkThru.  It 
opens to allow the user to walk through the rail extensions and closes to 
help prevent falls through the ladder extension opening from an elevated 
surface.  

COMPATIBILITY

The Werner WalkThru Gate is only allowed to be attached the Werner 
X300000 WalkThru.

USE INSTRUCTIONS

1. The Werner WalkThru when installed on an extension ladder serves 
as a 3 foot extension above the top support for access to an elevated 
surface.

2. Ladders with the Werner WalkThru installed must be set-up with the 
top rung at or below the upper support point and the top and bottom 
of the ladder secured against movement. This set-up permits the 
user to climb above the ladder’s designated highest standing level to 
access an elevated surface. 

3. The Werner WalkThru provides a handhold and a means to step 
through the rail extensions for access to or egress from an elevated 
surface.

4. Werner WalkThru must be used while facing the ladder during 
ascent, descent and transition to and from the upper support surface.

USE LIMITATIONS

1. The Werner WalkThru is not intended for use against a wall to extend 
the climbable length of the ladder.

2. Both sides of the Werner WalkThru must be used.  Do not use the 
Werner WalkThru on only one rail of a ladder.

3. The Werner WalkThru or WalkThru Gate must not be installed after 
the ladder is set-up in the climbing position.

4. Werner WalkThru Gates must not be used without the top and bottom 
of the ladder secured against movement.

5. Remove the Werner WalkThru from ladder before transport. Werner 
WalkThru must not be attached to a ladder during transport. 

INSPECTION

Carefully inspect Werner WalkThru Gate daily before use for physical 
damage. Check for the following:

• Excessive signs of corrosion
• All fasteners are tight and secure 
• Dents, cracks or metal deformation 
• Labels are intact and legible 

      WARNING: If Werner WalkThru Gate has been subjected to 

shock or impact forces, immediately remove from service.

INSTALLATION

1. Align the WalkThru Gate bracket mounting holes to left rail extension. 
Install socket head bolts, lock washer, nut and tighten until lock 
washer is fl at. Do not over tighten. Repeat for second mounting hole. 
Fig. A

2. Align mag-lock bracket mounting hole to right rail extension. Install 
socket head bolt, lock washer, nut and tighten until lock washer is fl at.  
Do not over tighten. Fig B.

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

Werner WalkThru Gate may be cleaned with a mild soap solution and 
dried completely. No additional maintenance or servicing is required.

Fig. A Fig. B


